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Page zoom and viewport modes are available in Photoshop.
You can use these tools to achieve various zoom effects.
When you zoom in on a map, you can see various legends

and elements in the same map, as shown in Figure 1.
Photoshop has the capability to render images, apply
artistic filters, create images from scratch, and repair

damaged or corrupted images. In this chapter, you find out
about the different tools that Photoshop provides. The

following tools are not covered in this chapter: *
Deselection tools — You can use the Quick Selection tool
to deselect individual objects or regions. You can use the
Magnetic Lasso to create or select objects as you see fit.
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You can also use the Alpha Channels window to edit
individual layers within a digital image. * Copy and paste
— You can use the Copy tool to copy layers, shapes, or
paths, and the Paste tool to paste those items to a new

layer. * Selection tools — To select an object or an area
that is part of an image, the Lasso tool is essential. You can

use the Brush, Magic Wand, and Polygonal Lasso tools,
and the Selection Brush to edit images. * Edge tools —

You can use the Pen tool to draw directly on the canvas or
the Paths/Shapes tool to create and manipulate paths. *
Layer navigation — You can use the Layers panel to

navigate through and organize your layers. You can't edit
any layers individually, but you can delete layers or move
them up or down in the stack. * Working with layers —

Layers organize image edits, and you can edit and
manipulate individual layers to achieve different effects.

You can adjust transparency, add a second layer, change a
layer's color, or adjust its opacity. Saving the day with

filters When you use Photoshop's Filters feature, you can
manipulate the appearance of an image to create an effect
that is different from the original image. The filter options
are grouped into several categories, including Background,
Special Effects, and Artistic Effects. You can filter images
with these effects or apply multiple filters to a single image

as well. Using the Artistic Effects filter The Artistic
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Effects filter is the default filter in Photoshop, and it offers
a variety of presets that you can apply to an image to create

different artistic effects, as shown in Figure 2. You can
choose among 20 presets, such as Scrim, Vintage Photo
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With Photoshop Elements, you can use the Full Bridge, or
some of the features of the Go To option from the context
menu. Let's see what are the advantages and disadvantages

of using Photoshop Elements for your workflow:
Advantages of using Photoshop Elements In this tutorial,

we'll cover: Elements' Full Bridge for Windows Users
Photoshop Elements' Go To option for macOS Users
Creating a package of Elements files and sending it to

clients Switching from Photoshop to Elements and vice
versa Go to Full Bridge or Go to File option There are two
options in Photoshop Elements to access files and images:
Go to File options in Photoshop Elements (Go to File) In

the Go to File options, you can access the files and images
in the folder on your hard drive or in a USB drive plugged

to your Mac. If you have enabled this option in your
preferences, then it is mandatory for you to use the Go to

File option to edit the image, create a new image, or upload
the image to a website. Go to Full Bridge in Photoshop
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Elements If you want to access your folder, on the other
hand, then Photoshop Elements offers the Go to Full

Bridge. To access your folder, open the Edit menu and
select Go to Full Bridge. Note: Opening the Go to Full

Bridge option from the Edit menu does not show the Go to
file option, but it opens the Go to Full Bridge option. Go to

Full Bridge in Photoshop Elements All files you have
uploaded in the folder will be shown in the top panel of the
screen. Drag and drop the images you want to use in your
project or open the files and double-click on them to open
them in Photoshop Elements. In the screenshot below, I've
dragged and dropped a new JPG image in the Photoshop

Elements window from my desktop. Elements' Full Bridge
for macOS Users Photoshop Elements' Go To option for
macOS Users Apple's macOS creates a default folder to

store your files and images, and it's called your
Applications folder. For that reason, in the macOS world,

you will need to use the Go to option to access your images
and files. In the macOS world, you need to use the Go to
option to access the image folder. Go to Full Bridge in
Photoshop Elements If you have enabled this option in

your preferences, then it is mandatory for you to use the
Go 05a79cecff
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The Eraser Tool allows you to quickly erase areas or whole
images. The Marquee Tool is used to isolate a section of an
image from the rest. The Pen Tool allows you to draw
images, free-hand, with ease. The Path Tool can be used to
draw straight, smooth lines, simple shapes, or otherwise in
a custom shape. The Polygonal Lasso Tool is used to draw
rectangles, circles, or other polygons around areas of the
image. The Paint Bucket allows you to fill an area of an
image with a color of your choice. You can also drag the
paint bucket up to fill large areas. The Gradient Tool
allows you to quickly apply a gradient to an image and
manipulate the color or opacity of the gradient. The
Gradient Mixer allows you to quickly alter the colors of a
gradient. The Dodge and Burn Tool allows you to quickly
lighten or darken the entire image. The Smudge Tool
allows you to soften or sharpen an image. The Clone Stamp
Tool allows you to apply a copy of pixels from one area of
the image and paste them in another area. This is useful for
repairing damaged or corrupt images. The Marquee Tool
allows you to isolate a section of an image from the rest.
The Clone Stamp Tool allows you to copy pixels from one
area of an image and paste them in another area. This is
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useful for repairing damaged or corrupt images. The
Gradient Tool allows you to quickly apply a gradient to an
image and manipulate the color or opacity of the gradient.
The Gradient Mixer allows you to quickly alter the colors
of a gradient. The Eraser Tool allows you to quickly erase
areas or whole images. The Marquee Tool allows you to
isolate a section of an image from the rest. The Polygonal
Lasso Tool is used to draw rectangles, circles, or other
polygons around areas of the image. The Paint Bucket
allows you to fill an area of an image with a color of your
choice. You can also drag the paint bucket up to fill large
areas. The Gradient Tool allows you to quickly apply a
gradient to an image and manipulate the color or opacity of
the gradient. The Gradient Mixer allows you to quickly
alter the colors of a gradient. The Icons & Symbols Tool
allows you to customize the appearance of various types of
icons and symbols used throughout the program. The Color
Panel allows you to change the appearance of the colors
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If you're going to spend $80 on a book and it's going to be
one that brings up so much baggage and name-calling, you
should really know what you're getting yourself into. I
could have guessed that that was going to be the case based
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on certain reviews I've read, but no one ever bothered to
tell me. In fact, the book itself could not have hinted at it
any more strongly. Harold Bloom's The American
Religious Renaissance is one of the most trite, plodding,
soul-searching, schmaltzy, pretentious, ill-written,
disingenuous, and tone-deaf books to come out of the
publishing world since Oprah made it chic. There, I've said
it. Now I just have to live with the guilt. Bloom started out
with the mindset that he wanted to write a book that would
clear up so many misconceptions about the country's
history of religion. In fact, he said he wanted to write a
book that "acknowledges the presence of the religious
imagination in the world of American literature" (pg. 3),
no doubt expecting to be praised for his honesty and
boldness. He even managed to quote from one of his own
books, Unheroic America (pg. 91): Americans have a deep
well of religiosity to draw on, and not just the Puritans, the
Baptists, the Methodists, and the Shakers, but the religions
of the Middle Passage - Islam, African Christianity, and
the African-American religions of Judaism and Islam.
Sadly, I'm sure he expected that to be read with the same
appreciation for how deep and important it was for
America to be founded by a member of the tribe of
Abraham, especially one of the party of Joseph, and not as
a terrible insult to those of us who find that idea both
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insulting and disgusting. He tosses around terms like Old
Testament, spirituality, and the sacred quite a bit, as though
these were something you can put in your grocery bag and
take home and plug in at any time. Both of those last two
terms strike me as being anachronistic and untrue. The first
is "Old Testament" because it was only written as late as
the first century BC, and the other is just a little too much
like "Christian" to be accepted by people who would
otherwise have liked to see this book. The book also goes
out of its way to reveal very profound and important things
about the New Testament
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